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INTRODUCTION

Writing the introduction of my thesis is like making a summary of who I am as a
person and what I believe in. I am curious about things, I am in constant search
of experiences that can shape my being. I was looking for my truth, and here it
is. I feel like I have finally found my path. Actually it was already there, but I am
now walking and growing through it. My thesis was part of this path, and it represents the principles I believe in: freedom and creativity. By analysing different
aspects that characterize the fashion system, I arrived to my own conclusion. And
I deeply and truly believe in it. Since I was little, I’ve always had a fascination for
the world of fashion that I couldn’t explain. Growing up, I started being aware
of the “good” and the “bad” that characterize this world. But still, I was looking at it with enchantment and admiration. Creativity was for me the key. And
creativity is what constantly pushes me forward to strive for what I believe in.
There was a particular event in my life that really shaped my way of thinking and
viewing things. About four years ago I became vegan. This choice really made me
who I am today. I wasn’t driven by “save the planet” or “save the animals” causes. It was just about me and my body. Gradually I started becoming more sensitive and aware of my surroundings. I then became interested in issues like sustainability and how we are constantly and unconsciously being manipulated. Right
now it feels like I’ve been knowing this forever. I can clearly remember the day I
found the book ‘No Logo’ by Naomi Klein in the bookcase at home. Maybe it was
the book that found me. But actually, I don’t know how it all started. One day it
just clicked. Then, doing research and reading books about these issues shaped my
way of thinking and provided me a more conscious approach to my surroundings.
I am constantly looking for change. It is the only thing that pushes me forward and
that makes me evolve as a human being. I am not at all afraid of it, I am more afraid of
stability, which I see as an obstacle to my growth. I want to explore and experience.
I am constantly tending toward an unknown future and I like to keep objects as reminders of the steps I have already done. I love all kinds of old things with a story. It
is something that fascinates me. How objects can keep memories and feelings alive.
All
the
different
pieces
that
have
shaped
my
being in the last couple of years have become part of my thesis.
By analysing the concept of “brand fetishisation”, which represents the core of

today’s society, I gradually approached all its consequences and started questioning some of the things that make the fashion system what it is nowadays.
Why do we constantly “need” to buy new things? Do the things that surround
us and the clothes we wear really represent who we are? How are we valuing
the goods we consume? I tried to trace the general way things work nowadays:
in the last couple of years brands have changed the way they communicate with
and the way they approach their customers. This is due to the fact that customers themselves have changed their purchasing habits; Millennials in fact radically distinguish themselves from past Generations since they were born in the digital era, and this has big consequences on the way they perceive and value things.
The western process of “brand fetishisation” finds origin in the historical meaning
of the word “fetish” linked to African culture, and at the same time it underwent
a very different development comparing to it. We can thus trace some common
themes and many radical differences between the process of fetishisation of African people and the one of western societies. Taking inspiration from the way Africans used to value objects, I am thus proposing a different way of valuing things
that may change the processes we are into nowadays. I will show how the current process is not sustainable anymore and I will arrive at new creative solutions,
giving examples of how people are already trying to change things and proposing
my own way to do it. Consumerist society has both positive and negative aspects:
what is important is to become conscious of its internal processes. This is the only
way we can be able to make our own choices without being influenced by others.
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WHAT DOES “FETISH” MEAN?

CHAPTER

Every day, wherever we find ourselves, we are surrounded by objects. Objects of any kind. Every single one of them, even the most insignificant,
has a story to tell and carries a meaning within itself. Some can also embody a variety of desires or beliefs and some can be considered fetishes.
A fetish is, by definition, “an inanimate object worshipped for its supposed magical
powers or because it is considered to be inhabited by a spirit” (Oxford Dictionaries, n.d). During these decades, sociology, anthropology and psychology engaged in
debates while trying to analyse the theory of fetish. Since these disciplines have no
common theoretical ground, it is impossible to designate a general theory. Despite
this, historian and political activist William Pietz was able to define four common
themes among the different discourses about fetishism in his 1988 essay “The problem of the fetish”. The first one is “the untranscended materiality of the fetish”,
which means that the fetish is inevitably linked to the matter, it is an object able to
embody determinate values and virtues. The second theme identified by Pietz is “the
radical historicality of the fetish’s origin”: the most important part of his essay is in
fact the historical study of the word “fetish”. According to him, the concept originated from the mercantile interaction between Europeans and West Africans during
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Africans had a different way of valuing material objects: while the Europeans were giving the objects rationalistic values, the
Africans were adding to it also social, personal and religious meanings. In a passage
of “The Voyages of Cadamosto”, the fifteenth century trader recounts how they
were able to obtain gold rings in exchange for some “trifles”: “Gold is much prized
among them, in my opinion, more than by us, for they regard it as very precious:
nevertheless they traded it cheaply, taking in exchange articles of little value in our
eyes” (Cadamosto, 1937, p68). This way the word “feitiço”, meaning “an object or
a practice pertaining to witchcraft” (Pietz, 1988, p108) was used to describe the objects and practices of the African people. Then the pidgin word “Fetisso” took on
and, as Pietz wrote, “the formation and elaboration of this terminology constitutes
the origin of the idea of the fetish”. (Pietz, 1988, p108). The fetishing practices were
seen by the Europeans as a pure aesthetic activity, ignoring the complex symbolism
that was proper of a different culture. The third theme is “the dependence of the
fetish for its meaning and value on a particular order of social relations”, since the
fetish originated in the encounter between radically different societies and cultures.
Moreover, African fetish worship was used to maintain social order, both in the

private and public spheres. “Fear of supernatural death from the fetish for violating
fetish-oaths substituted for the apparently absent rational modes of social obligation: the subjective moral faculty and an objective legal order” (Pietz, 1988, p116).
The last theme developed by Pietz is “the active relation of the fetish object to the
living body of an individual”. A fetish is the materialization of “a unique originating event” (Pietz, 1985, p7) linked to the concepts of desire, power, beliefs and
self-identity. Its value depends only on the relationship with human beings; thus,
it is more the expression of social and personal values rather than its ‘natural’ ones.
At the time of the commercial trading between Europeans and Africans, the exchange
value of the various objects was broken by the fetish: the Europeans were valuing objects in a rational way, while the Africans were giving them social, personal and religious meanings, overvaluing the objects as fetishes. This occurred because there was
an encounter between two radically different material cultures which had two different
ways of valuing objects. Each country has its own way of communicating and expressing its identity through the manufacture of artefacts. These artefacts embody different
identities and meanings depending on the culture they belong to, therefore the value
can change when the objects are traded and acquired by people from another culture.
Despite this, Europeans were interested in buying African objects for their superior quality: “due to advances in native forge technology, smiths in some regions of sub-Saharan Africa were producing steels of a better grade than those
of their counterparts in Europe, and the highly developed West African textile
workshops had produced fine cloths for export long before the arrival of European traders”. At the same time, African people were interested in European imports for “the novelty and comparative rarity” that was proper to them and
because they “constituted a significant advantage over local products, and powerful rulers readily adopted them for use as courtly regalia” (Bortolot, 2003).
African art was often depicting nature, like animal and plant life, it put strong emphasis on the expression of one’s individuality and materials were thought to be inhabited
by spirits of nature or of ancestors, keeping memories and experiences across time.
At the beginning, African culture was not understood and refused by the European
people, as a result pejorative words like “fetish” and “primitive” were coined. The
first referred to the way Africans established relationships with objects and the latter
was used to express the characteristics of underdevelopment and poverty of their art.

For African art to really influence the Western artistic production, we have to wait
until the twentieth century, when European artists started being inspired by it, embracing exactly its characteristics of imagination, emotion and mystical experience.

2

CONSUMERIST SOCIETY AND BRAND FETISHISM

CHAPTER

The term “‘Consumerism’ is more often used to denote the logic of consuming
within a particular type of social and political system: consumer capitalism. Within
this system, consumerism encompasses the presumption that increased consumption is necessary for the economy in general through the generation of private profit
and economic growth” (Oxford University, n.d). Consumerism is thus a social and
economic order and ideology that encourages the constant purchase of goods. Advertising plays a fundamental role in this, since it is used to sell products. What
is important for companies to distinguish themselves from their competitors is to
associate the single products to determined qualities in the mind of the consumer, rather than to create a bold single advertising. As a result, the value of the
products has been altered by branding; Dr Dawid Wiener says that “This breaking of the exchange value by the fetish is a hallmark of the modern marketplace
and one of real power for brands”, “instead of entering contracts between autonomous, rational individuals, we have had to enter social and personal experiences
via daily ‘religious’ ceremonies of consumption” (Dr Dawid Wiener, 2013, p175).
In other words, in capitalist societies, the monetary value of objects is fetishized,
which means that consumers “come to believe that the object has intrinsic value
in and of itself” (Louie, 2013), this way, the natural value of objects, which comes
from the human labour that produced it, is altered by the process of branding.
What has caused the shift from the production to the marketing of the brand? Before
the 1980s, the real concern of every company was the production of goods, which
was the main source of income. The shift happened in the 1980s when a new kind of
company emerged: the production of goods became secondary, was entrusted to third
parties, and the main focus became marketing. Precursors of this were Nike and Microsoft. According to them, they were not producing things anymore, they were producing pictures of their brands and selling them to consumers. Companies were simply buying goods and applying on them their logo. This way the product became just
a mean through which they were selling the brand. What became important was the
identity of the brand and the ability to penetrate culture through different channels.
Brands became cultural elements and started to sell lifestyles. “The old paradigm had
it that all marketing was selling a product. In the new market, however, the product
always takes a back seat to the real product, the brand, and the selling of the brand [in
turn] acquired an extra component that can only be described as spiritual. Advertising
is about hawking product. Branding, in its truest and most advanced incarnations, is

about corporate transcendence” (Klein, 2000, p21). Thus, the aim of these new kind
of companies was to give meaning to objects by simply applying on them their logo.
“The logo is the latest, and I am tempted to say, the purest form of commodity
fetishisation” (Sharpe, 2003). Products have been branded for centuries, but what
has changed is that now the product is the brand which is selling itself, therefore
becoming a logo. We are selling signs, and not products anymore. As Baudrillard
wrote: when one buys deck chairs, one is actually buying the possibility of long
summer evenings with friends, wine, and good conversation. Equally, when one
consumes a mahogany bookshelf or desk, what one is buying are a set of connotations: profound thought, long nights spent reading or in pensive meditation, and
so on (Baudrillard, 1968: 23-24). In the same way, Nike is “a sports company”,
as Phil Knight said, its mission is not to sell shoes, but to “enhance people’s lives
through sports and fitness” and to keep “the magic of sports alive” (Klein, 2000:
p. 23). This kind of marketing products is called “emotional branding”. Emotional
branding aims at touching emotionally the consumer, thus creating an irrational
desire for the advertised brand or product. “In the buying situation, the consumer
generally acts emotionally and compulsively, unsubconsciously reacting to the images and designs that are associated with the product.” (Packard, Vance, 1957, p35).
Brand loyalty is then achieved: the feelings experienced during the consumption
of an object become an addiction and this pushes the consumers to buy from that
particular brand again and again. The bond which is created between the customer
and the brand may increase the company’s profitability. What is important for the
brand to ensure this long-term relationship with the consumer is to convey the right
kind of emotions based on the target they speak to. To do this, it is fundamental to
understand who the consumer is and what the brand represents for him. Therefore,
we can say that emotional branding hinders rational purchasing decisions. People become addicted to the ideas the brand is bearer of and not to the products themselves.
One of the most emblematic corporations for this process is Nike. In an interview
in the July - August 1992 issue of Harvard Business Review, Phil Knight explained:
“For years, we thought of ourselves as a production-oriented company, meaning
we put all our emphasis on designing and manufacturing the product. But now we
understand that the most important thing we do is market the product. We’ve come
around to saying that Nike is a marketing-oriented company, and the product is our
most important marketing tool. What I mean is that marketing knits the whole orga-

nization together. The design elements and functional characteristics of the product
itself are just part of the overall marketing process.”. The brand’s advertising strategy is based on emotional branding: products are rarely mentioned and what they
mainly do is to sell aspirations. Motivation, hard work, dreams. The Nike Swoosh
embodies all this. Advertising is not anymore aimed at selling shoes, but at keeping
the “swoosh” valued and meaningful. As Zareen Islam wrote in his article “Nike’s
Brilliant Marketing Strategy – Why You Should Be (Just) Doing it Too”, “Each ad is
carefully crafted to evoke particular feelings and needs in the consumer that can only
be satisfied by Nike products “. “It does this by playing up the traditional narrative
of a hero who works hard to overcome adversity, ultimately emerging victorious
against a terrible foe. But it isn’t a literal enemy being fought in this case. Nike
takes the analogy to a level far more relatable: the ‘terrible foe’ is the voice in your
head that tells you, “You can’t”. To that, the organization says: “Just do it.” (Islam,
2017). The “Find Your Greatness” spot series created for the 2012 London Olympics is all centred on this, showing people from all over the world and from every
age who are playing sports and trying to overcome limits while the narrative voice
explains what greatness is, saying that “Greatness is for all of us” and is “wherever
someone is trying to find it”. Nike is known for using motivational quotes in its
advertising campaigns: sentences like “STOP DREAMING, START WORKING”
appear in bold capital letters on the background of a cloudy sky with the logo under
it. But the most powerful are the quotations from famous athletes who became the
face of various ads, from Kobe Bryant and Tiger Woods to Roger Federer and Michael Jordan. “Winning takes care of everything”, “Winning never grows old”, and
the famous “Wing it” for the Jordan shoes. The huge success of these advertising
campaigns is due to the fact that people tend to identify physically and emotionally
with their favourite athletes, so they think that having the same shoes as Michael
Jordan will help them play better. This process is called “emulation” and was theorized by Georg Simmel. According to him it was created by the inequality and social
mobility brought by capitalist society: people from the lower classes were striving
to imitate those above them in the social hierarchy. In the 21st century consumerism, celebrity endorsement is used to create among consumers the desire to be like
someone they aspire to by possessing the same pair of shoes or whatever is advertised. According to Phil Knight, “To create a lasting emotional tie with consumers,
we use the athletes repeatedly throughout their careers and present them as whole
people. So consumers feel that they know them.” (Willigan, 1992). The advantage of

this strategy is that it enables the brand to reach a wider audience and new markets.
Our consumption choices are not only based on the product’s utility, but also on their
symbolic meaning. The latter is used to create our own identity and to locate us in society. The term “commodity self” was coined by Stuart Ewen to describe the way we
construct our identity through the goods we consume. According to him we are the
sum of the products we buy. This process consists in identifying ourselves with the
commodity-sign and the meanings the brand has created around itself, seeing that we
aim at acquiring these meanings through the purchase of the product. Thus, “we do not
buy things to own them, but instead to incorporate them into our identity” (Natehinson, 2016). Brands are thus playing with the deep human need to create a sense of self.
Nowadays, Nike products have become the symbol of sportswear. People not only
buy them to practice whatever sport, but also to use them in everyday occasions.
Sportswear has become fashionable and right now, more than anytime, it is used to
construct our identity through the meanings the brand proposes. Nike shoes are not
anymore used to enhance the performance, but to convey the ideas of streetwear,
comfortable wear and sportswear in everyday life. Therefore, important collaborations with fashion brands were created, like the one with Comme des Garcons Black
or with Virgil Abloh from Off-White. Sportswear influences fashion and fashion
influences sportswear: Nike president Trevor Edwards said, “We are seeing growth
in the performance segments — running and training — and in terms of the style
and look that comes from that.”, “One of the things that we recognise, certainly in
the women’s business, is that there is no performance without style.” (Mellery-Pratt,
2015). Nowadays Nike is not only the synonym of sportswear, but also of streetwear. This can be seen in the collaborations with fashion brands but also in the
ones with hip-hop singers like Kanye West and the latest one with Kendrick Lamar.
Collaborations are a way of keeping the consumer engaged with the brand: fashion
has become so fast that people expect new products every month and everyday
new content. There are new trends coming out every week and the goal is to make
customers buy as many products as possible. Fast fashion is created to “make the
consumer feel off-trend after the first wear” (Whitehead, 2014). The system is not
anymore based on quality, but on quantity. People buy garments to keep up with
trends, and as soon as new trends are created, clothing that is considered out of style
is literally thrown away. According to the World Resources Institute “Fast-changing

trends and low prices have allowed people to consume more. The average consumer
is now purchasing 60 percent more items of clothing compared to 2000, but each
garment is kept half as long” (Drew and Yehounme, 2017). Moreover, products are
intentionally designed to get rid after a short amount of time: clothing is designed
to fall apart after a few washes so that consumers will come back to buy again. This
technique is called “planned obsolescence” and is typical of fast fashion retailers.
This new system based on emulation, fetishisation and conspicuous consumption is
strictly linked to the Millennials generation, who, as they are reaching their working and spending years, are already changing the rules of brand marketing with
their different purchase habits. Mathieu Turpault, Managing Partner and Director
of Design at Bressler group wrote in an article for Wired: “Millennials are the first
generation to truly live by its own set of consumer and business rules.” (Turpault,
2018). Since the term “Millennials” encompasses a wide range of people from very
different ages, it is difficult to outline a precise set of habits that characterizes the
whole generation. Although, in general we can say that as consumers, they are
more likely to buy from a brand which supports a cause and shares their principles. Claudia D’Arpizio, a Milan-based partner at Bain & Co. and one of the lead
authors of a recent study on millennials, explains: “Since the 1950s, there was a
clear and predominant definition what an ‘aspirational life’ looks like,” “Getting a
degree from a leading institution, getting a highly regarded and rewarded career,
getting married and having kids by a certain age, and eventually becoming wealthier than your family of origin. This was also reflected on consumption models, to
the extent to which products were a way to testify the passage across life stages
and achievements.”. “For Millennials, this paradigm is substantially different, at
least in most developed countries. They are the first generation to approach adult
life in less favourable economic conditions than their parents. They have inherited
a secular vision of the world: for example ‘family’ and ‘religion’ are no longer indispensable elements of one’s life, but they are possible choices among many. They
are also part of the digital revolution, which leads to a different perception of ‘time,’
‘space’ and ‘possibilities.’ Everything is possible, here and now.” (Solomon, 2017).
Millennials distinguish themselves from the previous generations for many aspects: first
of all, because they were born in the digital revolution, secondly they have developed
different purchasing habits and thirdly they put a lot of emphasis on the issue of self
expression. All these characteristics can be seen in the millennials’ approach to fashion.

It is now very common to see millennials wearing apparel from various streetwear
brands. Supreme, Stüssy and Palace, which once were considered underground and
were worn by specific fashion subcultures, have now become mainstream. David
Fischer, founder of streetwear site Highsnobiety said in an interview for I-D Magazine: “Streetwear is the natural way of dressing for Millennial and Gen Z customers” (Greenwood, 2017). These brands have now changed the way we dressed and
the way we shop, first because they have become the everyday wear of millennials, secondly because they are creating a different fashion cycle. These brands
are adapting to the new generation of consumers and their needs by making small
but relevant changes in their way of communicating. In order to keep the interest
of consumers and to generate excitement they introduced the so-called “drops”,
which are controlled releases of new product in a smaller amount. During drops
the traffic on the websites of the brands who are adopting this technique can have
an increase of 16,800 percent, as Samuel Spitzer said, leader of Supreme’s e-commerce operation, and queues outside the shops are very common (Deleon, 2016).
Millennials are more likely to spend money on clothing than any other generation.
They are born in this new world where trends don’t last up to 6 months but every week new ones are born, and almost every week the new cool item is released.
This whole system is based on the fetishisation of commodities and brands. We are
consuming signs and cultural values, not material utility. Thus, our economy is
becoming more and more attached to immaterial values rather than material ones.
What is happening is that material objects are being spiritualized, and immaterial
ideas are being objectified. While brand enthusiasts hail the idea that creating economic values has finally liberated itself from the constraints of the material world,
brand opponents worry about the lack of morality in an economy which aims at
disguising the “real” (material) value of goods and seeks to train consumers to adore
images, signs and stories, rather than to base their consumptive decisions on the
physical characteristics of the goods they buy (Ermann, Ulrich 2011, p3). As Baudrillard wrote, “consumption [is] a systematic and total idealist practice, which far
exceeds our relations to objects and relations among individuals, one that extends to
all manifestations of history, communication, and culture.” (Baudrillard, 1968, p24).

GAME CHANGERS

CHAPTER

3

Demna Gvsalia is one of the designers who was really able to grasp the reality of
things nowadays and put it into the garments he creates. From the DHL t-shirt
to the IKEA bag, his work “mocks the excess and the superficial triviality of the
fashion world all while contributing to it” (Eror, 2017). Through his work he was
able to interpret the Internet era we are living in and to use it for his own purpose: “Demna knows that you can buy an almost-identical tee directly from DHL
for a tiny fraction of the price. In fact he wants you to buy one, snap a photo of
it and tag him on Instagram. This turns his work into a meme that exists both
on the web as well as the physical realm.” (Eror, 2017). To take something really
familiar and make it luxury was in part an ironic gesture, but also authentic, and
that’s why these items are all over the internet and people are still buying them.
Demna also understood perfectly the logomania that has taken over the world of
fashion. In an interview by Anja Aronowsky Cronberg for The Business of Fashion, he explained: “It’s a way of communicating that’s very adapted to the internet era: you can see immediately where a garment is from if it has a logo. It has
a visual immediacy that’s easily instagrammable.” (Aronowsky cronberg, 2017).
Nowadays logos are literally everywhere. Almost every brand has at least one plain
t-shirt or sweatshirt with the visible logo printed on it. Logos have become a way to
define both the brand itself and the person wearing them. But there are also companies that decided to ground their reputation on a “No Brand” branding strategy.
One of the most known is Muji, the Japanese retail company selling household
goods, apparel and food. The name Muji is an abbreviation of Mujirushi Ryōhin,
which means “No Brand Quality Goods”. This means that the success of the brand
is not attributed to traditional advertising, but to the word of mouth. To make this
strategy work, it is important to build a strong brand identity, not anymore based
on the logo itself, but on the products, which must be recognisable. Their style is
minimal, the packaging almost non-existent to cut the costs and they put a lot of
emphasis on recycled materials. Moreover, they are not concerned with the unconscious processes of emotional branding; as they state on their website “We do not
make objects to entice responses of strong affinity, like, “This is what I really want”
or, “I must have this.” MUJI’s goal is to give customers a rational satisfaction, expressed not with, “This is what I really want” but with “This will do.””. The first
one in fact expresses faint egoism and discord, while the second expresses conciliatory reasoning. “MUJI’s goal is to sweep away that slight dissatisfaction, and raise

the level of the response, “This will do” to one filled with clarity and confidence.”.
Li Edelkoort, one of the world’s most important fashion trend forecasters, has a
critic view on the fashion system of nowadays and is trying to change things by
giving a deep analysis of it in her Anti-Fashion Manifesto. Among other things,
she considers modern advertising responsible for the current “old-fashioned”
fashion system, which is still based on the 20th century model: “It is, without doubt, the perversion of marketing that ultimately has helped kill the fashion industries. Initially invented to be a science, blending forecasting talent with
market results to anchor strategies for the future, it has gradually become a
network of fearful guardians of brands, slaves to financial institutions and hostages of shareholder interests, a group that long ago lost the autonomy to direct
change,” she said. “Marketing has taken over power within the major companies
and is manipulating creation, production, presentation and sales.” (Cordero, 2016).
We cannot talk about advertising, without mentioning the longing to create identities. In his song titled “Wings”, Macklemore is addressing the main issues brought
by consumerism by telling about his own experience. He remembers when he was
a kid playing basketball and wearing Nike shoes that would “make him fly”, he
describes “touching the net” as being the “best day of my life”, referencing the
Jordan shoes commercial. In the second part of the song, as a grown-up man he
is talking to young children worrying them against the evils of consumer society
saying “My movement told me be a consumer and I consumed it. They told me to
just do it, I listened to what that swoosh said. Look at what that swoosh did. See it
consumed my thoughts”. On his website, he also explained what the song is about
and the reasons that led him to write the song: “The song “Wings” is about the
pursuit of identity through the means of consumerism. The attempt is to dissect
our infatuation and attachment to logos, labels, brands and the fleeting happiness
that is intrinsically linked to the almighty power of the purchase. The subject I
use in the song is shoes, but its aim is to paint a broader picture of being a consumer and tracing the lineage back to my first memory of retail infused desire.”.
Ryan Willms, a photographer and creative consultant for Stüssy in an interview for I-D magazine said that “We’re living in a very unconscious consumer society.”, he “[doesn’t] think that many people consider what’s going on be-

hind the scenes. I don’t think they care where it’s made, if it’s made by children,
how long it will last, or who’s making money off of it.” (Greenwood, 2017).
To make this system work, brands have transferred the production to factories located mainly in India, Bangladesh, Vietnam, Pakistan and the Philippines.
Workers from the third world are underpaid and work up to sixteen hours per
day. Their wage barely covers the cost of living and they certainly can’t afford
the goods they produce. Moreover, if they refuse to work overtime, they can be
dismissed. These people are the ones who pay the real cost of the garments they
produce. “Today, people care less and less about where something is made as long
as it’s cheap, stylish and of good quality.” (Sherman, 2008). Brands are not anymore responsible of the production and they just tell their contractors to make
things as cheap as possible, so they have lots of money to spend on branding.
Moreover, this kind of production is what makes the fashion industry one of the
most polluting industries in the world. According to Greenpeace, this system has outsize environmental effects: making clothes typically requires using a lot of water and
chemicals and emitting significant amounts of greenhouse gases (Greenpeace, 2017).
In her provocative talk on VOICES of Business of Fashion, Li Edelkoort asked
“How can a product that needs to be sown, grown, harvested, combed, spun,
knitted, cut and stitched, finished, printed, labelled, packaged and transported cost a couple of Euros?”. “On the hunt for cheaper deals, volume companies,
but also some luxury brands, have trusted the making of their wages to underpaid workers living in dire conditions,” she continued. Therefore, low prices are
enslaving workers and destroying cultural value. “What’s more, these prices imply
the clothes are to be thrown away, discarded like a condom before being loved
and savoured, teaching young consumers that fashion has no value.” (Cordero, 2016). In response to consumer’s need for newness, companies have created a
great abundance of products that are wasted as soon as the new collection drops.
A new movement against this kind of production is now rising. The “Slow Fashion”
Movement makes reference to the principles of slow food and applies them to fashion:
good quality, transparency, respect for the environment and a fair relationship between
consumers and producers. Against the fast fashion movement, slow fashion is pushing
for buying vintage clothing, making DIY clothing and redesigning old ones. Moreover,
slow fashion production ensures good quality materials and quality manufacturing,
which result in garments that last longer. This will obviously lead to a smaller consump-

tion of clothing and to a reduction of the pollution caused by the industry on our planet.
There are several brands that are already working in this way, among them there are
Reformation and Everlane. Reformation promotes awareness about the issues that
concern the fashion industry on their website and they publish the totals for all the
resources they use, save and offset. They invest in green building infrastructure to
minimize waste and try to source all the materials used to make clothing locally.
Also Everlane is about ethically produced fashion and is against the exploitation of
the environment and of their workers. Moreover, it doesn’t spend money on traditional advertising, and this benefits also the workers who are able to gain more
profits. Faustine Steinmetz is reinterpreting classic garments in her own style creating timeless pieces imbued with craftsmanship. “Made entirely from hand (from
the spinning, weaving and dyeing of her fabric), they resemble everyday items of
clothing, such as jeans and denim jackets. The process of creating them is so intensive however, that they’re anything but everyday – they border on haute couture and, in a very literal way, represent a labour of love.” (Ted Stansfield, 2017).
Zazi Vintage is another brand which is all about craftsmanship and creating garments
with a story. Their unique garments are made both with vintage or organic materials.
“I want people to know exactly where their clothes are coming from, by who they are
being found by and exactly who they are supporting with their purchases.” Wrote
Jeanne ZIZI Margot de Kroon, founder of the brand, on her website. “Fashion for me
means storytelling and the stories of the clothes I wear have to resonate to my beliefs.”.
Companies are also trying to be as transparent as possible by showing the manufacturing processes and by giving more information about the materials the clothes are
made from. Bruno Pieters has launched in 2012 his own brand Honest by which is all
about transparency and sustainable fashion. His collections are designed to last and
are made of organic and animal friendly materials. The brand “shows people where
materials come from, how much they cost, who made the product, where it was
made and – crucially – how much money everybody earns along the supply chain,
including Pieters himself.” (Borromeo, 2013). He hopes that consumers will begin to
ask questions to brands, becoming aware and critical about where and how garments
are made. In an Interview for the Guardian he said: “Something is ‘luxury’ because
of the design, the process, the materials. Most consumers don’t know where their
clothes come from – regardless of the price range. If you’re buying luxury goods at

luxury prices, you assume automatically that it is good. It’s not. And that’s crazy.”.
For him, this was the reason to go transparent, “When you work in this industry,
everybody knows everybody else and you know that this is going on. You generalise
and accept these practices as the way everybody does things. But you are still making
things that have no relation to what the brand sells itself to be.”. (Borromeo, 2013).
The Honest by collaboration with Y\Project is another step further to a more transparent fashion industry. Six pieces were picked out from the archive of the brand
and remade in fabrics that are certified by the Global Organic Textile Standard.
Are these companies marking a turning point in the fashion industry? Certainly yes,
but we still need to educate consumers to a more conscious approach to fashion.

4

FROM MATERIALISM TO “TRUE MATERIALISM”

CHAPTER

Edward Barnays is the man who “originated the idea of the emotional connect to a
product or service” (Peter Strauss – The Century of the Self, 2002). He was able to
use the psychological theories of his uncle Sigmund Freud to manipulate the masses and sell products, this way creating the “all-consuming self” (The Century of
the Self, 2002). Before him, products were just promoted in a functional way, but
through his work he was able to control the irrational thoughts of the masses and
to make people buy things not because they needed them but because they would
feel better once they owned them. Paul Mazur, a leading Wall Street banker working
for Lehman Brothers, said in 1927: “We must shift America from a needs- to a desires-culture. People must be trained to desire, to want new things, even before the
old have been entirely consumed. [...] Man’s desires must overshadow his needs.”
(The Century of the Self, 2002). And they managed to do it. The purchase of goods
was then and is still now driven by emotional values rather than practical ones.
We are being manipulated without being aware of it. We are constantly striving to
fill that void we feel deep inside through the purchase of goods because they tell
us we will feel better afterwards. We are searching for instant gratification. That
feeling doesn’t last long and that void won’t be filled. We want to keep up with
trends, because being out of trend is old-fashioned. We want to be accepted. We
want to show off. We want to buy the new cool thing of the moment. And in doing
this we are constantly struggling because “new” doesn’t last long and everything
becomes outdated in a short time. We construct our personality through the brands
we wear. The brands are the bearers of our meanings. We don’t give meanings to
objects anymore, companies already do it for us. We are constantly looking for new
meanings, that’s where advertising comes from and from where it nurtures itself.
Thus, in our society materials’ utility has been overshadowed by their meanings.
Garments have lost their personal value. They don’t have a story anymore. They
are the bearers of the ideas and aesthetic of the brand and not of ours. We are constantly in search for new meanings and this leads us to buy from the brands that
are the bearers of the same principles we believe in. Or better, who convey ideas
we believe in. That’s why as soon as they are out of trend they are thrown away.
Those meanings become outdated and we have to replace them with new ones. But
what if we started to give our own meanings to the things we consume? Maybe
this would create a deeper emotional attachment to garments and we wouldn’t get
bored of them after the first wear. The reasons that pushed our purchase won’t be
based on current trends but on our own set of personal values, therefore conveying

our real identity and the things we believe in. Since fashion is a mean of self-expression, as we change also our wardrobe changes with us. We are growing through
our clothing and with it. We should buy clothing because the brand shares our
same ideas and because a particular garment has a meaning for us. A meaning that
resists across time. Maybe in ten years we won’t wear that garment anymore because it doesn’t reflect who we have become, but it will always reflect who we were,
and it won’t matter what the brand was about. This way we will be able to define
our own identity instead of letting corporations do it and without being influenced
by media culture. We need to understand that we are citizens and not consumers.
A
change
is
of
course
needed.
And
it
would
require
a
major
shift
from
both
brands
and
consumers.
“Fashion is novelty, consumption, materialism, commercialisation and marketing. [..] It is watching, shopping, purchasing, having”. While once the industry
was based on durable garments with intrinsic material value, nowadays it is based
on non-durable consumer goods with novelty and brand value (Leopold in Skov,
2011). The goal of companies is to sell clothing, despite their quality and durability. The system is now based on a never-ending circle of consumption, favoured by
cheap prices, large availability of products and increasing intensity and frequency
of advertising influence. Temporary modes of appearance are provided every day:
“If we are relying upon the properties of procured goods for our sense of identity, then we are compelled to procure again and again” (Finkelstein, 1991, p.145).
By becoming aware of these mechanisms we can change the relationship with fashion consumption, providing alternatives to the current system. Design is nothing without use and use is impossible without design,
it is thus important to favour the use of clothing as well as their creation.
According to Raymond Williams, the problem is that we are not materialistic enough.
“[..] non-material meanings fuel purchase of material goods. In a sign economy,
where people crave images and social meaning, a good’s materiality becomes less
important, pieces are not valued for their intrinsic qualities”. According to Kate
Fletcher, instead of throwaway materialism we need “true materialism”: “a switch
from an idea of a consumer society where materials matter little, to a truly material
society, where materials – and the world they rely on- are cherished” (Fletcher, 2016,
p.140-141). “True materialism is a movement that encourages a new and deeper rev-

erence for material goods like clothing. It’s a shift towards a different relationship
with fashion that is a delicate balance between the pleasure we get out of things and
the pleasure we get out of freedom from things.” (Fletcher, 2017). She believes that
“Change to the fashion sector is underway because we are beginning to understand
that the quality of our future lives is influenced by our current behaviours. Having
more now will damage the security of our lives tomorrow. Industry will support
such change because, after all, there is no business to be done on a dead planet.”.
Either way, brands continue to use far more virgin resources than recycled ones
and people still don’t know where their garments are from and who made them.
Alessandro Michele, creative director of Gucci, said: “Resist acceleration and its obsessive panting that risks shattering life”, “Resist the mantra of speed that violently
leads to loosing oneself. Resist the illusion of something new at any cost. There’s no
simple strategy to adopt; it requires the courage to slowly linger; to stay with care;
to give oneself up to a story to dig deep, with a wide graceful breath.” (Salter, 2017).
We
are
constantly
looking
for
things
that
are
easy,
fast
and
cheap.
But
is
this
truly
what
we
need?
According to Greenpeace, there are three major things consumers and producers need to focus on to slow down fashion: first, we need to design clothes
that last in terms of a better quality, secondly we must put an end to the accumulation of clothing and start developing services for repair, re-selling and customization, and thirdly we need to stop the fast fashion mindset and brands should promote the true value of their products (Bain, 2017).
To achieve this, we need to develop an emotional and cultural connection to garments,
taking a step back from the products of fast fashion. Cheap items of clothing have also a
short life, because they become out of trend in a couple of weeks and because of their bad
quality manufacturing. Slow fashion, on the other hand offers good quality garments
at a higher price, but they will last longer, outliving up to five cheap pieces of clothing.
Moreover, the more a person spends on the single items, the more they value them.
An emotional, cultural and experiential connection to products can disrupt the dependency on consumption of new goods. Garments are sold as products, but we need
to live them as processes, embedding them with experience. This way, the use of

clothing itself becomes a narrative and we can use these emotional mechanisms to
construct meaning and reach a longer durability of clothing. This emotional bond
between product and consumer is created in the moment the item is purchased, and
the longer it is kept and used, the richer the story it carries will be. What is the purpose of garments if not to be used and lived? This way the garment becomes part of a
“more-than-material process: a subsystem within a bigger whole” (Fletcher, 2016, p.115).
In recent years the artists have started to give a prominent place to everyday objects,
the ones we surround ourselves with and the ones we get rid of once we no longer use
them. Why is contemporary art interested in commonplace and utilitarian objects?
“Is this a way to resist a system of objects premised on planned obsolescence? Is it to
oppose the aesthetics of immateriality, by underlining the importance of things that
partake in our subjectivity by virtue of being objects of affection? In giving them a
“second life,” is this phenomenon of reinserting objects in an ecology of conservation
not akin to what we understand by the fetish-object?” (Paré, 2016). Artists are seeing
objects beyond their material value, embedded with emotions and stories, this way
giving life to them and seeing them as materials containing a “soul”. “The fetish-objects – this strange thing – can never be entirely attributed to a single category. It
operates under another logic: that of humanity giving free rein to its feelings” (Paré,
2016). Also garments may have these “magical properties”, embodying the stories
of the people who wear them, their emotions and fixing events. Our personality is
defined by the objects we surround ourselves with and the clothes we wear. Like the
madeleine of Marcel Proust, of which just one bite provides him a stream of memories
of his childhood, every object should have this power. We just need to listen to them.
The Antonio Marras “Nulla dies sine linea” exhibition at La Triennale in Milan
was all about this. The work of Marras cannot be ascribed just to fashion, in fact
he is not only a designer, but also an artist working with a great variety of media and taking inspiration from different worlds, from cinema to poetry. Thus, the
exhibition proposed a visual path through his works, illustrating his personal vision and style. Francesca Alfano Miglietti wrote: “For Marras, everything can be
artistic material: his personal history, his island, his dogs, the horizons, the sea,
history, rags, relations and relationships. All the disciplines he has approached, or
which have approached him, become materials to use in the same way as collage,
photography, found objects, painting, sculpture, installation art, etc. Materials
with which he has physical relations, a hand-to-hand fight, with which he pursues

a confrontation that will generate an encounter. A unique, personal encounter.”
In African culture, everything a person wears has a significance. Jewellery
can symbolize the social status or of the age group to which one belongs, amulets are used as a protection from sorcery and many objects are means through
which they keep connection with spirits and ancestors. Everything, from the dress,
to the jewellery and the body decoration has a significance and a purpose, represents who the person is and is used to keep a connection with another dimension. Multiple layers of symbolism characterize both personal wear and objects
like statuettes, which possess inner cultural value and are used during ceremonies.
The word “fetish” describes the magical relation between humans and objects, fixing desires, beliefs and narrative structures. This concept can be found also in our
current society: “From this perspective, all brands are somehow of African origin.
Objects as fetishes have had to disrupt “rational” and economical exchange trade in
order to facilitate the launching of brands” (Dr Dawid Wiener, 2013, p175). Through
the process of consumption a relationship between humans and materials is established. “Expressing desire for and the approval of the object, celebrating it, revering
it, setting it apart, displaying it, enthusiastic use of it, are sorts of practices that
fetishize the object. [..] the object is not merely consumed but, in addition, the object can be enjoyed at the level of imagination, fantasy and desire. As a brand.” (Dr
Dawid Wiener, 2013, p178). Brands are now worshipped for their status, they are
desired, thus leading to their consumption. But what if we started to fetishize objects for their practical values and for the personal meanings we give to them? What
if we shifted this practices of worship from the brand to the single product? What
if the fetishization was the consequence of our own beliefs and desires? Maybe we
would enter a new way of consuming products that would lead us to express our
own unique identity and not to embody the one of the brand. Our bodies, the clothing we wear and how we wear it should express who we are and what we believe in,
this way the body becoming a fetish, bearer of our own personal values and tastes.
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